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P H O T O G R A P H Y,  M A R K  B E R G H A S H    



Karen Alkalay-Gut, poet and writer



The closer you get
the less you see
the more you become

The more you become me
the less you are
a lover

Keep your distanceKeep your distance
stay near

Karen Alkalay-Gut
 



Julius Balbin, Poet and Professor of Linguistics. 



Julius Balbin
translated from Esperanto by Charlz Rizzuto



Rachel Berghash, poet and writer 



LIVING MOMENTS

               After “Living Moments,” On the Work of Michael Eigen

 

 When it befalls me to have a living moment—

to hear leaves vibrate to the breeze,

when my kids are well in these turbulent times

and my husband speaks tenderly to meand my husband speaks tenderly to me

as the sun blushes among grey clouds,

when pain is gone,

and calm settles in my bone,

I stretch the arms of my soul

and hug the world thrice,

I am alive, I cry,

and privileged in these tumultuousand privileged in these tumultuous

dawns and late nights

to love you, and you, and you . . . and you. 

 

Rachel Berghash



Tzvia Berghash, poet and student



Before the last breath

I want to know everything

I want to try to feel and to feel pain

before the last breath

I want my voice to be heard

to love with meaning

in the meantimein the meantime

no one promised me anything

Tzvia Berghash
translated from Hebrew by Rachel Berghash



Jon Brand, photographer, writer and poet



Jonathan Brand



Millen Brand, poet and novelist



Millen Brand

Father and Son



Sharon Bray, poet and writer, with her partner Richard Hale



After Years Together

If you die first, will
you still touch me? Your
particles bump into me in the kitchen
at suppertime, in the
henhouse early morning or along
the gravel driveway watching deerthe gravel driveway watching deer
and turkeys in the field.

Particle to particle, our atoms
make mysterious shapes
hard to find as blueberries
spilled across a wide-board floor
rolling, floating, being just
out of the mind’s reach.out of the mind’s reach.

Sharon Bray



Esther Cohen, poet, activist & editor,  photograph by 15 year old Khanyisile Ndaba



My therapist I hesitate to say

He is a Wise Man (he is)

asked me, a secular Jew,

long married to a secular Armenian

family comprised of everything

he asked what I would like

to say to god. No oneto say to god. No one

even my Reconstuctionist Bas Mitzvah rabbi

asked me that question and I did not have

an answer so I said let me

think about that for a week and then

yesterday he said do you have an answer

and I told him I used one of my new notebooks

to write down all the things I’d sayto write down all the things I’d say

and in the end, 

just thanks.

Esther Cohen



T.  Carmi, poet and translator



T. Carmi, 
translated by Peter Everwine and Shula Starkman



Shirley Kaufman, poet and translator 



Shirley Kaufman



Jake Marmer, poet, performer and educator,
with his wife Shoshana



the holy of holies

there’s a door inside my head

where my dead are

it opens only

when someone else

dies

the pain and guilt and lossthe pain and guilt and loss

open the door

and thru it i see all of them,

all of my dead

Jake Marmer



Samuel Menashe, poet



Samuel Menashe



Shoshana Olidort, poet, editor and translator
with her husband Jake and son Lev



your molten happiness

is only for special occasions

like a russian doll

in a twilight chamber

Shoshana Olidort



Jeanne-Marie Osterman, poet and poetry editor



Jeanne-Marie Osterman



Dan Pagis, poet and professor of medieval Hebrew poetry 



Dan Pagis, 
translated from Hebrew by Stephen Mitchel



Gabriel Preil, poet



Gabriel Preil
translated from Hebrew by Rachel Berghash



Grace Sculman, poet and professor of English  



Grace Schulman



Dennis Silk, poet, playwright and translator



Dennis Silk



Roni Somech, poet and teacher



Roni Somech



Gerd Stern, multimedia artist and poet



Brevitas 

Faith
keep on doing
going, being
believing in
sew buttons
instead ofinstead of
so what

Gerd Stern

 



Marc Straus, poet, writer, oncologist 



One Word 
 
 
 
A man at the bus stop stooped
to retrieve a dime rolling towards
the drain. Looking at me, he said,the drain. Looking at me, he said,
No ordinary dime, mister. Really, I said,
 
thinking how life is sometimes reduced
to a single word, a reflex, a courtesy.
Like the time I interviewed this young man
for a job in my lab, my mind wandering,
  
not attached to the conversation,
at best noticing his outdated tie.
Perhaps in response to some statement,
I said, Why? Then sensing the opportunity
 
he answered more eloquently and that changed
everything. Like the time a woman walkedeverything. Like the time a woman walked
into my medical office for one thing,
and I put my fingers in the crevice of her neck,
 
the right side, and touched a fullness
deep within, and I knew that moment
I would say one word to her and nothing
would ever be the same again.would ever be the same again.
 
Marc J. Straus



Avner Treinin, Poet and Physical Chemist



Avner Treinin
translated from Hebrew by Rachel Berghash



Shlomo Vinner, poet and professor of mathematics



THE TIRED LIGHT DESCENDS

The tired light descends and will descend further 
to the sea overflowing like a girl's
breasts full
of the desire to love 
soft as thighs 
offering no resistance offering no resistance 
like the sand 
into which we sink 
as into old pain
and we are here 
for a few hours only 
on sand that can still be counted, 
and minutes later  and minutes later  
facing stars that cannot 
though it is hard to understand how
the tired light descends 
and will descend
further

Shlomo Vinner
translated from the Hebrew bytranslated from the Hebrew by
Howard Schwartz and Laya Fiestone.



“Yedida”, Ariela Berghash, poet and reflexologist, with her husband Jonathan



TO DREAM

On the stars my dream crawled
un-graspable.
Softish.
Glides from reality and towards it.

In my dream the rain
is sentis sent
in waves of sound
through strings’ vibrations
in the recording studio.

A dream of yesterday
I roasted it like liver on the fire
so that the blood will not spread 

Yedida, Ariela BerghashYedida, Ariela Berghash
translated from Hebrew by Rachel Berghash



Nathan Yonathan, poet and editor 



Nathan Yonathan, 
translated from Hebrew by Karen Alkalay-Gut



Zelda, poet, with Mark and Rachel



Zelda 
translated from Hebrew by Rachel Berghash

UNTITLED



© Mark Berghash, 2022
photographer, painter and graphic designer 


